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The Bastille Prisoner, a Reading from A Tale of Two Cities, in Three Chapters, privately printed, 1866. Dickens condensed Book I of the novel into three scenes, had the speech published, but never actually delivered it.


Ouvrages exclusivement consacrés à A Tale of Two Cities :


SANDERS, Andrew, The Companion to A Tale of Two Cities, 1988
Ouvrages contenant un chapitre consacré (au moins en partie) à *A Tale of Two Cities*


Ouvrages sur Dickens où il est (au moins un peu) question de A Tale of Two Cities

BUTT, John Everett, and TILLOTSON, Kathleen, Dickens at Work, London: Methuen, 1957


GOLDBERG, Michael, Carlyle and Dickens, Athens, Ga: University of Georgia Press, 1972.

McKNIGHT, Natalie, Idiots, Madmen and Other Prisoners in Dickens, New York: St Martin’s press, 1993.


Articles


On the Internet

http://www.victorianweb.org/authors/dickens/2cities : includes nine essays on Dickens’s text, a discussion of Browne’s illustrations, most of them by Phillip Allingham